H-7 Effects on the Structure and Fluid Conductance of Monkey Trabecular Meshwork
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Objective: To determine the effects of H-7 (1-[5-isoquinoline sulfonyl]-2-methyl piperazine) on the structure and fluid conductance of the trabecular meshwork of live cynomolgus monkeys.

Methods: Fluid outflow was measured by constant pressure perfusion of the anterior chamber with cationized and noncationized gold solution with or without H-7 in opposite eyes. The eyes were fixed by infusing Ito solution and enucleated. Anterior segments were cut into 4 sections, fixed in immersion solution, and embedded in epoxy resin-812. Trabecular meshwork morphologic features were studied by light and electron microscopy.

Results: H-7 affected trabecular meshwork organization and increased fluid outflow. H-7 expanded the intercellular spaces in the juxtacanalicular meshwork, accompanied by removal of extracellular material. The inner wall cells of the Schlemm canal became highly extended, yet cell-cell junctions were maintained. Colloidal gold particles were detected only in limited areas along the subcanalicular region in control eyes; after H-7 treatment, gold was widely seen along the entire inner canal wall. Most inner wall cells in H-7–treated eyes, but only few cells in control eyes, contained gold-loaded vesicles.

Conclusion: H-7 inhibits cell contractility, leading to “relaxation” of the trabecular outflow pathway, expanding the draining surface, and permitting more extensive flow through the meshwork.

Clinical Relevance: By inhibiting cellular contractility and relaxing the trabecular meshwork, the protein kinase inhibitor H-7 increases outflow facility and reduces intraocular pressure and thus has potential as an ocular hypotensive antiglaucoma medication.
FLUID OUTFLOW MEASUREMENTS

Previous studies\textsuperscript{13,14} have shown that H-7 significantly increases total and trabecular outflow facility in living monkeys. Therefore, we did not believe it was necessary to replicate those findings by the long-duration (minimum, 30-45 minutes) perfusion at 2 different pressures after drug administration required to obtain reliable postdrug facility measurement. Rather, we designed our protocol to do the following: (1) assure that the conventional outflow pathways of the 2 eyes of each individual animal were functionally normal and reasonably similar at the start, (2) minimize the possibility of perfusion-induced artifacts confounding drug-induced changes in TM morphologic features by shortening the postdrug perfusion duration, (3) still maintain a reasonable flow rate through the TM to assure adequate exposure of the entire pathway to a uniform drug concentration for a long enough duration for a drug effect to occur, and (4) obtain at least some physiological evidence of drug effect before humanely sacrificing a monkey for the structural studies. The shortened single-pressure postdrug perfusion precluded calculation of outflow facility but had the additional benefit of reducing the amount of expensive gold tracer.

Baseline (BL) outflow and outflow facility were determined by 2-level constant pressure perfusion of the AC with Bárány solution from an external reservoir,\textsuperscript{21,22} alternating pressures of 25 and 35 mm Hg. Postdrug or postvehicle outflow was measured by constant pressure perfusion only at 25 mm Hg. All monkeys had undergone prior perfusions but not within the preceding 5 to 6 weeks; all

MORPHOLOGIC FEATURES OF THE TM AND SC

Light microscopy revealed distention of the JXT and SC areas after H-7 treatment (Figure 2, A and B), with little or no effect on the uveal and corneoscleral regions of the TM. Low-power electron microscopy showed substantially increased intercellular spaces and almost complete loss of electron-dense ECM from the JXT region (Figure 2, C and D, and Figure 3, A and B), accompanied by a dramatic reduction in intercellular contacts between JXT cells. The effect of H-7 on the uveal meshwork was limited to mild retraction of the TM cells from their collagen beams, without apparent loss of cells (Figure 2, E and F).

Examination at a higher power (Figure 3, A and B) revealed that in the absence of H-7, gold particles (cationized and noncationized) were restricted to only limited JXT and subcanalicular areas. Typically, gold particles were detected in sparse foci corresponding to only 10% to 20% of the canal length (Figure 3, A), with spo-
were free of AC cells and flare by slitlamp biomicroscopy. The AC of both eyes was cannulated with a branched needle connected to a reservoir and pressure transducer and an unbranched needle with tubing clamped off. Following 35-minute BL outflow measurement, the clamped tubing from the unbranched needle was connected to syringes containing vehicle plus gold solution with or without H-7, 300 µmol/L, through the AC for approximately 12 minutes (=0.17 mL/min), maintaining an IOP at approximately 10 to 15 mm Hg. The reservoirs were emptied, filled with the identical solution as perfused through the eye, and reconnected to the eye, and the syringe tubing was clamped. The reservoirs were closed for the next 30 minutes without external fluid flowing into the eyes, and then reopened so that vehicle plus gold with or without H-7 solution flowed into each eye for 15 minutes, during which the IOP was maintained at 25 mm Hg.

For data analysis, the linear regression of cumulative volume on time for each monkey at each perfusion segment (H-7 BL, H-7 postexchange [Rx], vehicle BL, and vehicle Rx) was obtained. The ratio of these slopes ([H-7 Rx/vehicle Rx]/[vehicle BL/vehicle BL]) was calculated for each animal. Because the variability of the ratios on a log scale is probably more normal, a 2-tailed paired t test was done on the logarithm of these ratios. For illustrative purposes, the data were further analyzed for the monkey with the most balanced BLs between eyes, as follows: the mean±SEM outflow rates were based on observed rates for 5- to 10-second intervals. The BL measurements contained 3 ten-second and 185 five-second intervals. The Rx measurements contained 178 five-second intervals. For each interval, the observed outflow rate was computed as follows: (cumulative volume at end of interval−cumulative volume at beginning of interval)/length of interval. An analysis of variance was used to compare the mean outflow rates for the perfusion segments (H-7 BL, H-7 Rx, vehicle BL, and vehicle Rx) with SEs based on a pooled variance estimate. T Tests were used to compare differences between mean outflow rates. Statistical software (SAS Proc Mixed) was used for the analyses. For all the analyses, BL flow values for the 4 periods at 25 mm Hg were used, since the Rx measurements were all obtained at that pressure.

LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF THE TM

The inflow tubing was switched to reservoirs containing Ito fixative, which was allowed to flow into the eyes for 40 to 90 minutes at 25 mm Hg. Both eyes were then enucleated under supplemental pentobarbital anesthesia just before euthanatizing by pentobarbital overdose. The anterior segment was cut into 9 sections, placed in Ito fixative, and embedded in epoxy resin-812 (SPI-PON; SPI, West Chester, Pa). Specimens for light microscopy were sectioned (2 µm) with an ultramicrotome (Ultracut E; Reichert-Jung, Vienna, Austria), stained with epoxy tissue (EMS, Fort Washington, Pa), and examined with a microscope (Zeiss Axioshot; Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). All 4 quadrants in all eyes were checked by light microscopy. Only regions that were grossly intact were examined by electron microscopy, usually 2 to 3 quadrants per specimen. For transmission electron microscopy, 700 Å sections were cut in the ultramicrotome, stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate, and examined with a transmission electron microscope (model EM101, Philips, Eindhoven, Holland).

radic scatterings of individual gold particles occasionally seen in other areas. Following H-7 treatment, the gold tracer was distributed much more broadly and uniformly. This diffuse distribution after H-7 treatment was consistent, with no apparent differences between different quadrants. The local densities were variable but typically were several-fold higher than in control eyes and were detected along most (usually >80%) of the canal length (Figure 3, B). In control and H-7–treated eyes, we occasionally noticed highly dense local gold deposits; such areas were discarded. The gold particles in control eyes were associated with ECM throughout the JXT region, while in the H-7–treated eyes they were mainly associated with the residual matrix in proximity to the IW cells (Figure 3, B). A representative 183-µm segment of the JXT space of a control eye revealed 380 gold particles located in several distinct foci (Figure 3, C). In an H-7–treated eye, the density of gold particles was nearly 5-fold higher (2427 particles per 239 µm) and the gold was widely distributed throughout the JXT region (Figure 3, D).

In H-7–treated eyes, more IW cells contained giant vacuoles and the vacuoles were larger, compared with controls (Figure 4, A and B). Untreated IW cells varied in basal-to-luminal thickness and usually contained arrays of densely packed intermediate filaments (Figure 4, C). Following H-7 treatment, the tight organization of the cytoskeleton was apparently perturbed (Figure 4, D) and the cells generally adopted a flatter, wider, “relaxed” appearance. The mean±SD cell junction-to-junction distance was 3.3±2.0 µm in control eyes vs 5.6±3.0 µm after H-7 treatment (Figure 3, C and D) (values based on measurement of 62 and 109 cells in 3 pairs of H-7–treated and vehicle-treated eyes, respectively), suggesting that the basal area of the cells was at least tripled. However, the continuity of the canal wall was well preserved, and the junctions between neighboring cells were not affected (Figure 4, C and D). Careful examination of the interface between IW cells indicated that gold particles reached the basal aspects of intercellular junctions but never crossed them toward the lumen of the SC (Figure 4, G).

The main route through which gold particles were transported from the basal aspect of the IW into the canal lumen was via numerous vesicles, ranging from approximately 60 to 350 nm (Figure 4, E and F). Some vesicles contained only few gold particles, while others were loaded with gold. H-7 treatment markedly increased the percentage of cells containing gold-loaded vesicles and the number of gold particles per vesicle. The intravesicular gold was associated with electron-dense material similar to the ECM found in the JXT region in untreated eyes.
Intracameral or topical application of H-7 to the living monkey eye reduces IOP by reducing flow resistance through the TM by up to 60%,13,18 consistent with the flow rate measurements. H-7 induces apparent “relaxation” of JXT and IW cells, accompanied by an increase in JXT extracellular spaces, loss of JXT ECM, and establishment of new fluid flow pathways accessible to the gold particles used herein as flow tracers. However, despite this overall distention of the canalicular and JXT regions, tissue architecture and integrity are grossly maintained; in contrast, the actin-disrupting compounds cytochalasins B and D induce IW breaks.10,16 The effect of H-7 on flow resistance is also reversible within 2 hours following drug removal13 and, therefore, not attributable to irreversible toxicity. The postvehicle outflow rate in the control eyes tended to be reduced compared with BL, which differs from the typical finding in perfused monkey eyes that outflow facility increases over time, perhaps due to “washout” of resistance-relevant ECM.22-27 The decrease could have been induced by gold particles, albumin, or both in the vehicle solution. We have previously shown that serum dose dependently decreases outflow facility in monkeys.28 H-7 is a broad-spectrum inhibitor of serine-threonine phosphorylation, affecting various kinases, including protein kinase C, myosin light chain kinase, and p kinase.18,20-31 The present study and previous studies8-20 suggest that the major relevant effect of H-7 is blocking cellular actomyosin-driven contractility, via inhibition of myosin light chain kinase, p kinase, or both.30-32 Such a decrease in contractility is followed by a rapid deterioration of actin-containing stress fibers and focal contacts.18,31

Reduced flow resistance in pilocarpine-treated monkey eyes correlates best with the formation of apparently empty spaces in the sub-IW region.33 Pilocarpine reduces flow resistance by contracting the ciliary muscle, which by virtue of the muscle’s attachments to the TM, JXT region, and SC in turn “spreads” or “expands” these tissues.34 Our data suggest that under normal conditions, the IW and JXT cells are in a contracted state and that reduction in their contractility can also expand these tissues and alter the routes and extent of fluid flow. Thus, in untreated eyes, flow (indicated by the presence of gold particles) is limited by reaching only part of the SC. The nature of the flow barriers that restrict or channel flow in untreated eyes is not clear,35 but the apparent relaxation induced by H-7 enables fluid to flow through the entire TM, thus reaching the entire basal surface of the SC.

The corneoscleral and JXT areas of the TM in the nontreated eye contain large amounts of amorphous, electron-dense ECM,26,36-41 thought to consist mainly of glycosaminoglycans.42-44 It has been suggested that accumulation of this material in glaucomatous eyes may be responsible, at least in part, for the increased flow resistance.39,55 There is evidence for the reciprocal mechanism, namely, that the accumulation of ECM occurs in the presence of a low rate of flow.56 While the interrelations between flow resistance and accumulation of ECM are still unclear, and while we did not directly address this issue, the present results, showing numerous vesicles containing ECM associated with AC-infused tracer gold inside the IW cells in H-7–treated eyes, support the view that clearance of ECM from the JXT region involves active basal-to-lumenal transport by IW cells and that the primary effect of H-7 probably is an extension of the outflow pathways, rather than a direct effect on the ECM. H-7, administered topically or into the AC, may inhibit the contractility of cells in the distal region of the flow pathway, mainly in the JXT region and IW. The relaxation of these cells greatly expands the volume accessible to flow, thus resulting in lower resistance or higher facility. In the course of this process, most of the ECM normally deposited in the JXT region of untreated eyes is removed from that region. While we cannot exclude the possibility that washout of these ECM deposits is responsible, in part, for the decline in resistance, this does not appear to be the primary mechanism for H-7’s effect. This reasoning is based on the previous observation13 that the H-7–induced facility increase was reversed after a 2-hour waiting period with the external reservoir closed. Since presumably many hours would be required for resynthesis and deposition of ECM, the rapid reversibility seems to suggest the following: (1) that the observed loss of ECM may not be responsible for the H-7–induced outflow facility increase and/or (2) that redeposition of the lost ECM may not be involved in the reversibility mechanism. This could further suggest that ECM removal is probably a secondary, rather than a primary, event and even that the ECM may not be relevant to resistance at all. Morphologic studies of such “recovered” eyes would help answer this question, and are pending.
One might also reasonably hypothesize that different deformations of the relaxed TM structure at a higher vs lower pressure or flow rate may be the mechanism for H-7’s pressure- or flow-dependent facility increase, quick reversibility on cessation of perfusion, and progressive facility reincrease shortly after restarting perfusion even without drug. At higher pressure or flow, the relaxed tissue could be extended or expanded further than at lower pressure or flow, where the relaxed tissue could be relatively retracted or folded. When the reservoir is closed,
spontaneous IOP is usually approximately 7 mm Hg in monkeys under pentobarbital anesthesia, so that the pressure gradient between the AC and SC during the waiting period is either absent or much lower than under normal awake physiological conditions. Using this scenario, H-7 may be more effective in patients with glaucoma who have an elevated IOP, especially if they are not receiving secretory suppressants, while its effect may be less pronounced at a low IOP.

H-7 apparently does not interfere with (and perhaps even enhances) transcytosis of fluid and ECM across the IW cells into the lumen of the SC. H-7 induces an increase in pinocytic activity in neutrophils, in line with the notion that endocytosis does not depend on H-7-sensitive myosin II activity. The data support that H-7 induces cellular relaxation, leading to increased levels of transcytosis or endocytosis of the gold tracer, which could be a mechanism contributing to the H-7-induced facility increase. However, it remains to be determined whether the facility increase is attributable to enhancement of the rate of endocytosis or to the wider distribution of the tracer in the JXT region. Our data do not support enhancement of fluid passage between IW cells.

Figure 3. Distribution of perfused gold particles in the juxtacanalicular area of eyes treated with H-7 (1-[5-isoquinoline sulfonyl]-2-methyl piperazine) and control eyes. A and B, Electron micrographs showing gold particle distribution under inner wall endothelial cells. There is focal distribution of gold particles in control eyes (arrows in A) compared with wide distribution following H-7 treatment (B). Bars indicate 1 µm. C and D, Schematic drawings depicting 15-cell stretches (cell-cell junctions marked by arrows) along the Schlemm canal (SC) of control (C) and H-7–treated (D) eyes. The location of individual gold particles is represented by red dots. Bars indicate 4 µm.
After many years of study, we still do not know the exact site or source of resistance to fluid drainage from normal or glaucomatous eyes. The present findings suggest that exclusion of large segments of the trabecular outflow pathway may help maintain high resistance to flow. Expanding the areas available for fluid drainage, by relaxation of the IW cells and the adjacent JXT region, either physiologically or pharmacologically (using compounds such as H-7), may be a possible approach to glaucoma therapy.

Figure 4. Transmission electron micrographs of the effect of H-7 (1-[5-isoquinoline sulfonyl]-2-methyl piperazine) on inner wall (IW) cells of the Schlemm canal (SC). Control eyes are shown in A, C, and E; H-7–treated eyes, B, D, F, and G. Bars in A and B indicate 1 µm; in C through G, 0.1 µm. There is increased size of giant vacuoles (GVs) following H-7 treatment (A vs B). Dense arrays of cytoskeletal filaments (mostly intermediate filaments) (arrowheads in C and D) become loose after H-7 treatment; cell-cell junctions are unaffected (arrows in C and D). Gold particles (cationized and noncationized) are in numerous vesicles throughout IW cells (E and F). Extracellular subcanalicular gold reaches cell-cell junctions (arrow in G) but apparently does not penetrate through them.


